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June 27, 2018 

 

Dear Sirs, 

   

Name of the Company: Beat Holdings Limited 

(URL: https://beatholdings.com/) 

Representative: Chief Executive Officer, 

Lian Yih Hann 

（TSE Second Section Code Number：9399) 

Inquiries to: Corporate Development and Planning Division Manager, 

Yuta Takayama 

         （TEL: Tokyo 03-4570-0741) 

 

”Follow-up” Request from Shareholders  
to Hold Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders’ 

 
On June 8, 2018, the Company announced in its press release “Request from Shareholders to Hold 
Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders” “June 8, 2018 Press Release”, that on June 7, 2018 
the Company received a written proposal dated the same day (“Proposal”) from Noah Ark 
Technologies Limited, Mr. Rafael Reyes, Mr. Tugbo Flora Sampaga, Mr. Mendoza Guido Castillo, Mr. 
Antiola Gil Arnaiz and Mr. Tariman Lemuell SampagaInto (collectively “Noah”) our shareholders, to 
hold an Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders (“EGM”), and that the Company will 
announce our stance with regards to the Proposal once decided after reviewing the Proposal prudently. 
 
In addition, on June 8, 2018, the Company announced in its press release “Setting the Record Date of 
the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders'”, that the Company has set the record date for the 
EGM to be June 23, 2018, and the Company will announce the date/time, venue and agendas of the 
EGM once decided. 
 
The Company announces the present situations of reviewing the Proposal and holding of the EGM 
mentioned above respectively, as follows. 
 
1. Situation of reviewing the Proposal 
 
Currently, the Company is continuously reviewing the Proposal prudently. On the other side, when the 
Company received the Proposal from Noah, we had already been reviewing/discussing with several 
corporations (mainly listed companies in Japan) regarding new capital and business alliance (“Capital 
& Business Alliance”), and we have been receiving offers from some of such corporations to 
continuously discuss about the Capital & Business Alliance, even after receiving the Proposal from 
Noah. Therefore, the Company thinks it is reasonable, to proceed with review/discussion of the Capital 
& Business Alliance which we had originally been proceeding with, and to decide our stance with 
regards to the Proposal from Noah, by taking into consideration of the result of negotiations of the 
Capital & Business Alliance as well.  
 
The Company will prudently review, discuss and negotiate of Noah’s Proposal, proposals from listed 
companies and others (not shareholders of the Company), and other potential proposals to be received, 
for the expected period of approximately 2 weeks from today. Once we make any decision as the result 
of negotiations of Capital & Business Alliance, we would announce such immediately. 
 
2. Holding of the EGM  
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The Articles of the Company established under the Company Law of Cayman Islands, requires the 
Board of the Company to convene an EGM to deliberate the Proposal, within 21 days from receiving 
the Proposal from Noah (tomorrow June 28, 2018 is the 21st day after receiving the Proposal), and if 
the Company could not convene the EGM within 21 days, Noah may do so in the same manner. 
However, it is expected to take a little more time for the Company to review Noah’s Proposal as 
mentioned above in “1. Situation of reviewing the Proposal”, and it is practically difficult to 
convene/hold the EGM at such timing, due to actual procedures to convene shareholders meeting in 
Japan.  
 
We made our best efforts to set the record date on the earliest day, to enable to convene such EGM 
within 21 days, however the earliest record date we could set was June 23, 2018. We have checked 
with our share administration company of the earliest timing we could hold the EGM, and practically, 
the date to send out the EGM notice would be July 23, 2018, and the earliest day we could hold the 
EGM would be August 14, 2018.  
 
On the other hand the Company had originally been planning to hold its 2018 Annual General Meeting 
of Shareholders' (“AGM”) in September this year (record date, date/time, venue, agendas and others 
unfixed). Therefore, to reduce the expense and workload related to administrative works to hold the 
EGM and AGM within 1 month or so, we would like to communicate with Noah, if there are any 
possibilities that we could hold the EGM being proposed by Noah, and the AGM originally been 
planned by the Company, to be held on the same day or to be combined in the AGM (i.e. to deliberate 
Noah’s Proposal as well at the AGM). 
 
Therefore, today the Company announces that we would not convene the EGM based on the Proposal 
from Noah on June 28, 2018, which is the deadline stated in our Article, and we would like to 
announce holding of/schedule of the EGM, once we make any decisions. 
 
3. Future Outlook 
 
Currently, the Company is continuously reviewing the Proposal from Noah and proposal from listed 
companies and others prudently, and we will announce our stance with regards to these proposals once 
decided. We deeply apologize to all of our shareholders and related parties of this inconvenience, and 
we hope we could have your understandings and continuous supports. 
 
 

[End] 
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About Beat Holdings Limited  

 
Beat Holdings Limited is a multi-disciplinary group company doing businesses in Singapore, China 
and the rest of Asia. The Company offers A2P messaging service, software products and services; 
provides wellness services, wearable health care device, sensor, medical information and data analysis; 
and offers service in licensing intellectual properties including patents and other rights, and 
development of block chain ecosystem based on such intellectual properties and others. Listed on the 
Second Section (9399) of Tokyo Stock Exchange, the Company is headquartered in Hong Kong with a 
global network. 
   
For more information, please visit https://beatholdings.com/  
 
This is a press release to the public and shall not constitute an offer to invest in the securities of our 
company, nor should it be relied on as information to make an investment decision by any investor. 
Investors should read documents we submitted including our annual securities report and consider the 
risk factors together with other information contained therein when making an investment decision. 
This press release contains some forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and 
uncertainties. A number of factors could cause actual results, performance, achievements of the 
company or industries in which it operates to differ materially from any future results, performance or 
achievements expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements. 

 


